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Here’s our April 2020 
edition. We hope you like 
it. 
 
Our contact details are at 
the bottom of the page... 
We’d love your feedback 
and suggestions so we can 

continually make it better 
and even more interesting 
for you. 

David Baird 

Owner    
Prestige Roof Transformations & 
Noosa Prestige Painting 
 

 

PRESTIGE HOME 

TRANSFORMATIONS GROUP 

OUR PRESTIGE SERVICES: 

Residential Painting | Commercial Painting | Interior Painting 

Exterior Painting | Roof Painting | Roof Restorations  

Roof Cleaning | Repointing & Replacing Broken Roof Tiles  

Roof Coating | Flooring Services | Small Renovations 
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WANT A FREE HOME 
TRANSFORMATION 

QUOTATION? 
CALL 1300 296 255 NOW! 

 
 
 

 

HOW TO MAKE OVER YOUR 

LIVING ROOM FOR FREE  

Giving your living room a must-needed refresh doesn't have to 
mean a full-blown overhaul. You can make your living room feel 
brand-new in a matter of hours without having to spend a single 
penny by following these ideas. 
 
 
 

 Cut Out All Clutter 
Before you add anything new to your living room, try 
decluttering. Sometimes, you can make a space feel brand-
new just by removing the clutter and other unnecessary 
things that make the space feel tired. First, take away 
everything from your space, and then add back only what you 
truly need and love. 
 
 

 

Change Your Layout 
One of the easiest ways to transform your room without buying anything is to change 
up your layout. Try placing your sofa underneath your window. Have sofas laid out 
in an L-shape? Try having them face each other. Bring chairs from other rooms into 
the space to create a more conversational environment. Sometimes, even the 
smallest tweaks can make a huge difference. 
 
 

 

Arrange Your Coffee 

Table 
Style your coffee table and bookcases with 
items you already have around the house to 
make your space feel more polished. Stack 
some coffee table books, display a candle or 
vase you love, and corral items into a tray. 
These little details will make your space feel 
more put together. 
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WANT A FREE HOME 
TRANSFORMATION 

QUOTATION? 
CALL 1300 296 255 NOW! 

 

Use Your Leftover Paint 
Interior designers always say that paint is one of the easiest ways 
to transform a room. Instead of repainting your entire living room, 
try using leftover paint to create contrast with your moldings, doors, 
or window frames. It's a quick project that can make quite an impact. 
 

 

Cover Up Your Old Sofa 
Hate your sofa but don't have the budget for a new one? Try 
draping a blanket or throw over it to instantly give it a new life. 
This instant trick can refresh your entire living room look, and 
it's basically free if you already have the right throw at home. 

 

Decorate With 

Backyard Branches 
No budget for elaborate flower arrangements? Try 
picking up a few leafy branches outside and 
displaying them in a vase. Tall greenery always 
adds an instant statement in a room that doesn't 
have to cost much (if anything at all). 

 

Dear David,  

 
Please accept my thanks as Chair of the Sea Aura body 
corporate committee for the excellent rendering and 
painting of half of the Sea Aura building recently 
completed by Noosa Prestige Painting. The area 
covered has not looked so good since it was first built 
18 years ago. The work has made a huge improvement 
to the presentation of the building. 

-Ken Granger 
Sea Aura Body Corporate Committee Chair 
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WHY NOW IS THE  
PERFECT TIME TO PAINT 
YOUR HOME OR RENTAL 
PROPERTY WHILE NO ONE 
IS IN THERE? 
 

 
If you have been considering renovations or repainting your rental properties for a while, then now is 
the perfect time to finally put your plans into action. 
 
Here are three reasons why you should paint your home or rental property now while no one is there: 
 
 1 You Will Make More Money With A 

Transformed Holiday Rental Property 
Now Rather than Later 
 
You should use the opportunity to increase the 
current value of your home or property. 
 
An outdated and older home is less attractive 
to potential clients. It is also not as easy to live 
in as one that has modern features. The home 
should be a place that makes you or clients 
(and anyone interested in renting) smile when 
they walk in the door. 
 
The way to do that is to add value in key areas 
like kitchen and living room. But repainting is 
always a great solution to freshen and 
increase the value of the house. Nevertheless, 
you won’t lose any rent or put anyone out later 
if you start your painting project now. 
 
 

2 We Offer Finance Options  

 
The wait is over - you don't have to 
compromise a quality paint job because 
of your financial situation. 
 
PAINT NOW - PAY LATER: Noosa 
Prestige Painting and Prestige Roof 
Transformations offer easy, affordable 
weekly, fortnightly or monthly payments 
tailored to your personal budget, starting 
from as little as $27 per week! 
 
Prestige Home Transformation Group 
wants you to have peace of mind and 
that you are getting the job done correctly 
by the experts.  You can apply for our 
home improvements finance and the 
process is quick and easy and you can 
receive a decision within 48 hours. 
 

3 Get The Work 

Done Now And 
Receive Amazing 
Discounts!  
 
Prestige Home 
Transformation Group is 
currently offering amazing 
savings and discounts on 
any new jobs that get 
booked in to do over the 
next two months! 
 
Now is the time to get your 
project done while these 
discounts are available. 
 
  
 
 
 



  

 

      

      

      

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

DID YOU KNOW? 
 lemons 

contain more 

sugar than 

strawberries 
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WAYS TO 

MAXIMISE YOUR 
PANTRY SPACE 

When cupboards are a jumbled mess, finding ingredients can take as long as 

cooking dinner. Why waste precious time rooting around for salt or spices? 

Keep even the smallest pantry organized with these clever storage tips. 

1 Go Above and Below 

Max out your vertical storage by 
adding undershelf baskets. They 

instantly multiply your cabinet’s 
capacity and create designated 
areas for different types of 

ingredients. 

2 Open the Door To 

More Storage 

Take full advantage of the 
backs of cabinet doors by 
installing wire racks. Keep 

spices, oils and often-used 
condiments here so they’re 

handy. 

3 Sort by Category 

Gathering like items 
guarantees you’ll be able to 

find what you need. Start with 
basic groups like baking, 

breakfast, grains and snacks. 



   

     

     

     

    

FREE 
 

Get a FREE copy of 
the Official Consumer’s 
Awareness Guide to Shed 
Building (valued at $97): 

It reveals the big difference between a farm 
shed that’s made “on the cheap” and one 
that’s really suited to your needs. 
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To 
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For 
Your Rural Property”, and tells you 

“The 7 Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers 
make – And How To Avoid Them”. 
Simply call the 24 
hour, 7 days a 
week pre-recorded 
message line on: 

1300 064 775 
and leave your 
name, postal 
address and the 
code word 
“Newsletter” 

and we’ll 
send a 
copy 
to you 

‘pronto’. 
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FREE 
Get a FREE copy of 
our Official Consumer’s 
Awareness Guide: How To 
Choose A Reliable Roof 
Restoration Company 

 
It reveals the scams and misconceptions about roof 
restoration companies, eight signs your roof is 
failing…and much more! 
 
Simply call  

1300 296 255 
Or email us at admin@prestigerooftransformations.com.au 
to request for our 
consumer awareness  
guide. 
 
Just inform us of 
your name, 
email and contact 
number and you’ll 
receive your free 

guide immediately! 
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WAYS TO 

MAXIMISE YOUR 
PANTRY SPACE 

4 Go for 

High 
Visibility 

If you’re 
redoing your 
pantry, 

choose wire 
shelving and 
drawer bins. 

They let you 
see exactly 
what’s located 

where, even 
on high, hard-
to-reach spots 

that solid 
shelves would 
obscure. 

5 Give 

Each Place 
a Purpose 

Designate a 
specific spot 
for the items 

you buy most 
so there’s no 
question 

where things 
go when it’s 
time to unload 

your grocery 

haul. 

6 Think About the 

Kids 

Put children’s snacks on 

the bottom pantry shelf, 
Shearer suggests. This 
makes it easy for them to 

help themselves without 
accidentally knocking over, 
say, a nearby bag of flour. 

7 Add a Base 

Layer 

Line up boxes and 
jars of food on top of 

a bin, basket or 
serving tray that’s not 
in everyday rotation. 
Pull out the whole 

container to access 
anything in the back. 



   

       

       

       

  

 

FREE 
 

Get a FREE copy of 
the Official Consumer’s 
Awareness Guide to Shed 
Building (valued at $97): 

It reveals the big difference between a farm 
shed that’s made “on the cheap” and one 
that’s really suited to your needs. 
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To 
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For 
Your Rural Property”, and tells you 

“The 7 Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers 
make – And How To Avoid Them”. 
Simply call the 24 
hour, 7 days a 
week pre-recorded 
message line on: 

1300 064 775 
and leave your 
name, postal 
address and the 
code word 
“Newsletter” 

and we’ll 
send a 
copy 
to you 

‘pronto’. 
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Air Tools Worth 
Considering 
 
Using air tools in the farm workshop can 
increase work rates, reduce operator fatigue and 
be a safer alternative to electrical power tools. 
Budget branded sets of basic air tools including 
an impact wrench, air drill, air sander, die grinder 
and air chisel sell for less than $300. They work 
well and offer the convenience of air powered 
tools for farmers who use them infrequently. 
Air tools have several advantages over 
conventional electric power tools: 
More power for their weight as the power is 
generated at the compressor, not inside the tool. 
No electrocution risk so they are suitable for wet 
working areas Smaller so they are ideal for work 
in confined spaces 
Long lasting due to having fewer moving parts, 
as long as they are maintained correctly. 
Overloading doesn’t damage them where as 
electric power tools can be fused 
Output torque easily adjusted by varying the 
operating pressure 
 
There are tow main types of motors inside air 
tools that convert air pressure to a form of 
motion, depending on the tool type. 
Rotary Motors are used to power die grinders, 
drills and 
cut-off tools. To reverse the tool, the air is ducted 
through 
the rotor in the opposite direction. 
Reciprocating Motors provide back & forth 
motion for tools such as saws, air chisels, 
sanders and needle scalers. 
These tools have closer tolerances between 
working parts and will not operate reliably if they 
are not maintained correctly. 
 
SAFETY: Always wear hearing protection and 
safety glasses when using air tools. 

Painting 

Tips 
 

 
As you prepare for the colder wet and windy weather, it's 
important to make sure your home is ready for winter too. 
 

Winter in Australia brings a range of safety hazards resulting 
from severe storms, heavy rainfall and freezing temperatures 
so it's essential to ensure your comfort, health and safety by 

preparing your home for the months ahead. 

 
Check for Leaks and Drafts 
Sealing air or even water leaks around your home is a simple 

task which will prevent cold spots, and improve energy 
efficiency by stopping heat from escaping. This will help you 
save money on your bills as unsealed homes are vulnerable to 

expensive heat loss. 
 
Check your home's windows for any gaps or damaged seals 

and look under doors for daylight or other signs of big 
openings which should be sealed off. Another way to spot 
harder to find leaks is with the 'candle test'. Walk around your 

home with a lit candle and hold near places you suspect may 
have a leak. If the flame starts to flicker, you have found a leak 
which needs attention. 

 
Declutter Gutter 
As the trees have now shed their last leaves, it's an important 

time to get on top of things and clear out your gutters before 
the storms begin. Clogged gutters prevent rain drainage and 
can result in household leaks and damage to foundations.  

 
Making sure it's a clear day for safety reasons, use gloved 
hands to scoop debris into a bucket, hosing down your gutters 

once complete to clear anything you might have missed. This 
will also identify any holes or leaks in your downpipes which 
will need to be replaced before it's too late. 

 
Clean and Replace Air Vents and Filters 
Before you begin to crank up the heating in your home, it is 
vital to clean out the build-up of dust and allergens in your air 

vents and filters. Not only will this keep your family safe and 
healthy, it will also save you money on heating and cooling. 
 

Clean vents using a vacuum with a brush attachment and 
wipe with a dry microfiber cloth to remove any remaining 
mould and dust. It is also a good time to get your heating 

system checked by a professional to avoid having to wait for 
repairs in the middle of winter. 
 

If you haven't done so already, replace the batteries on your 
smoke alarm and test any electrical heating appliances such 
as heaters and electric blankets for any faults or damage. 

 
Cover Hard Floors 
If the floors in your home are tiles, hardwood or concrete, try 

adding a rug for added warmth. Hard floors are not only cold 
to walk on but they also don't hold in any heat. Adding a rug 
will help with heat retention and make your room cosy. 

 
Cover Your Windows 

In winter, up to 40% of heat in your home escapes through 
uncovered windows. Keep your windows covered to insulate 
your home and prevent heat loss. This is an energy efficient 

way to keep your home warm and save money on your bills. 

 

How to make sure 

your home is 

ready for wet and 
windy weather?  
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FREE 
Get a FREE copy of 
our Official Consumer’s 
Awareness Guide to Choosing 
Reliable & Professional Painters: 

 
It reveals the six costly mistakes to avoid when 
choosing a painter and also the common scams & 
misconceptions about painting company…and more! 
 
Simply call  

1300 296 255 
Or email us at 
admin@noosaprestigepainting.com.au 

to request for our 
consumer awareness  
guide. 
 
Just inform us of 
your name, 
email and contact 
number and you’ll 
receive your free 

guide immediately! 
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”Professional 

Painters. On time. 

On budget and did 

a really good job on 

our house. Very 

happy with their 

work” 

-Melanie from Montville 

MONTHLY 
HUMOUR 
 
(Wife talking with her 
husband) 

 

Wife: Had your lunch? 

Husband: Had your lunch? 

Wife: I’m asking you 

Husband: I’m asking you 

Wife: Are you copying me? 

Husband: Are you copying 

me? 

Wife: Let’s go shopping! 

Husband: Yes, I had my 

lunch. 
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To Noosa Prestige Painting: 

 

Your crew just finished the job. I 

can’t praise them enough, they 

were absolutely amazing! 

THANK YOU! 

                          -D. Gorlich 

before 

 

after 
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